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Univ.ofIllinoisDue:Th,Feb9,2017Prof.Allen

Topicofthishomework:Convolution,FourierandLaplaceTransforms,Impedancefunc-
tionsofLaplacefrequencys=σ+ω,Filterclasses. Deliverable:Showyourwork.Ifyouhanditinlate,youwillgetzerocredit(Somecredit
isbetterthanNONE)!Ineedastapledpapercopy,withyournameonit.Nofiles.doc

Note:Eachpersonistodotheirownfinalwriteup,butyoumay,andshould,discussitas
muchasyouwishbetweenyourselves.You’recrossingthelineifyousharecomputerfiles.
Thegeneralruleis,“look,understand,butdonotcopy.”Inotherwords,youneedtoprocess
allthewordsyouwritethroughyoureyesandfingers.Ifyouusematerialfromelsewhere,
youmustcitethesource.

Terminologyandacousticconstants

Definitionsofcommonacousticvariables,1themathematicalsymbolsandtheunits,asused
inthetext(seep.180-181).

VariablenameSymbol[Units]
pressureP=Po+p(t)[N/m2=Pa]
densityρ=ρo+δ(t)[kg/m3]
temperatureTo+τ(t)[K○]Kelvin
Constants
AtmPressurePo=105[Pa]
AbstemperatureTo=273[K○]
soundspeedc=345[m/s]
densityρo=1.18[kg/m3]
specificimpedanceρc=407[Rayls]
viscosityµ[Poise]
Boyle’sLawPo=ρoToConst.[Pa]
adiabaticlawp=δγConst.[Pa]
thermalconductivityκ[N/sK]
specificheatcap@Vocv[J/kg]
specificheatcap@Pocp
ratioofspecificheatsγ=cp/cv=1.4

1
Cp,Cv:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_capacity#Specific_heat_capacity

5LaplaceTransforms

Laplacetransforms:giventhatf(t)↔F(s)
1.FindtheLaplacetransformofδ(t),df(t)/dt,∫

t

−∞δ(t)dt,and∫
t

−∞u(t)dt.
2.Iff(t)=1/√πthasaLaplacetransformF(s)=1/√s:

(a)WhatistheinverseLaplacetransformof√s?
(b)Whatisf(−1)?
(c)IntegrateI=∫C

1
sdsaroundtheunitcirclecenteredons=0.

(d)Integrate∫C
1
sdsaroundtheunitcirclecenteredons=.5(i.e.,σ=.5,ω=0),and s=−2.

6Convolution

Giventwo“causal”sequencesan=[⋯,⋰,0,1,0,−1,0,⋯]andbn=[⋯,⋰,1,−1,0,0,⋯].Here
therisingdots⋰definet=0,beforeandatwhichtimethesignaliszero.

1.Findcausalsequencec≡a⋆bbydirectionconvolution

2.FormthepolynomialsA(z)=∑anznandB(z)=∑bnzn,andfindC(z)=A(z)⋅B(z)
3.WhatcanyousayaboutthesequencecnandthecoefficientsofC(z)?
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1 Basic Acoustics

1. What is the formula for the speed of sound?

(a) Identify the variables in the formula for the speed of sound: Names, units, and
values of consonants.

(b) What is the meaning of γP0?

(c) Does P0 depend on temperature? Explain?

(d) Does ρ0 depend on temperature? Explain.

2. State the Gas law, in terms of the universal gas constant R0.

(a) Specifically discuss the value and nature of the constant PV /T .
(b) What is 1 [mole] of air?

(c) What is the relationship between the density of air ρ and the volume V .

(d) Describe the relationship between the gas constant R, Boltzman’s constant k and
Avagadro’s number NA.

3. What is the form of the dependence of the speed of sound on temperature? Namely
give the formula for c(T ), and explain the dependence.

1.1 Basic equations of sound propagation:

1. Write out the 2x2 matrix equation that describes, in the frequency domain, the prop-
agation of 1 dimensional sound waves in a tube having area A(x), in terms of the
pressure P (x, s) and volume velocity U(x, s):

2. Assuming A(x) is constant, rewrite these equations as a second order equation solely
in terms of the pressure P (remove U), and thereby find the formula for the speed of
sound in terms of Z and Y :

2 deciBels [dB]

1. Express decibels in terms of the pressure ratio

2. State the reference pressure for dB-SPL

3. What is the attenuator gain, expressed in dB, if the voltage is reduced by a factor of
2?

4. How many millibels [mB] in 1 bel [B]?

5. Give the formula for the intensity in mB units.

6. Give the formula for the sound pressure level in cB (centibel) units.

7. There are two different definitions of acoustic dB, one based on pressure

dBp = 20 log10(P /Pref)
and a second based on acoustic intensity

dBI = 10 log10(I/Iref)
where P is the pressure in Pascals and I ≡ ∣P ∣2/ρc is the acoustic intensity. Here ρ is
the density of air and c is the speed of sound. The product ρc = 407 [Rayls] is called
the Specific acoustic impedance of air.

Demonstrate that Pref ≡ 20 µPa is the same as Iref ≡ 10−12 [W/m2].

8. What is the acoustic impedance observed by a plane wave? What are its units?

3 The Helmholtz Resonator

A bottle has a neck diameter of 1 [cm] and is l =1 cm long. It is connected to the body of
the bottle “barrel” which is 5 cm in diameter and L =10 cm long. Treat the barrel as a short
piece of transmission line, closed at one end, which looks like a compliance C = Vbarrel/γP0,
and the neck which look like a mass M = ρ0l/Aneck. These two impedances are in series,
since they both see the same volume velocity (flow).

1. Set the impedance to zero and solve for the bottle’s resonant frequency, in terms of M
and C.

2. Write out the formula for the resonant frequency in terms of the physical dimensions
of the bottle.

3. Calculate the resonant frequency in Hz for the dimensions given.

4. Extra credit: Blow into a blottle and measure the resonant frequency by recording
the tone, and taking the FFT of the resulting waveform, and finding the frequency.

4 Fourier and Laplace transforms

1. Derive the Fourier transform for the step function u(t − 1).
2. Derive the Laplace transform for the step function u(t − 1).
3. Find the Fourier transform X(ω) of

x(t) = u(t) − u(t − .001)↔X(ω)
4. Find the Laplace transform X(s) of x(t) = u(t) − u(t − .001)↔ X(s)
5. If ũ(t)↔ Ũ(ω) is the F step function, what is ũ(t) ⋆ ũ(t) ?
6. Hand-plot (or describe the plot of) ∣X(ω)∣ and ∣X (s)∣.
7. Where are the poles and zeros in each case above.


